






TE PA PA TO BERLIN 

Eventually one idea evolved that appealed to me. Jews had lived 

continuously on German soil since the Roman period. There had been good 

times for them when they lived in relative peace and harmony with their 

neighbours, and others when they were isolated, persecuted and harassed. 

Over the centuries, they had become deeply enmeshed in, and made major 

contributions to, every aspect of German life, eventually as full citizens with 

equal rights. All this had come to a bloody end under the Nazis. Hence, the 

idea was to create a storytelling museum - and this 2000-year history of the 

Jewish presence in Germany with all its ups and downs would be the story that 

the Jewish Museum Berlin (JMB) would tell. 

But who could help me do it? Ideally it would have to be someone with 

deep knowledge of German-Jewish history and culture, and probably a Jew. 

He or she would have broad experience as a proven museum leader and 

manager able to function effectively in a German environment, preferably 

a German speaker. (The JMB was to be bilingual in German and English.) 

Furthermore, it would have to be someone with the imagination and skill to 

fit all this storytelling into the brilliant, evocative, but complex and intricate 

architecture Libeskind had designed. 

This was a formidable combination of qualifications indeed, and very hard 

to find. Initially I had despaired of coming up with a suitable candidate. But 

then, in a near miracle, I got lucky. 

When Shaike Weinberg, a brilliant museum expert, creator of the 

famous Tel Aviv storytelling museum of the Jewish diaspora and a leader of 

Washington's Holocaust Memorial Museum, agreed to join me, it seemed that 

my prayers had been answered. Shaike had virtually all of the qualifications 

needed and as he set about guiding the complicated task of translating our 

concept into reality, I thought I saw the light at the end of the tunnel. We 

were on our way, and I could not have been happier. But disaster struck less 

than a year later when Shaike fell seriously ill and died soon thereafter. We 

had become good friends and I mourned and missed him greatly. And once 

again I was confronted with the problem of finding someone with the right 

qualifications to continue the work he had begun. 

Museum-makers experienced in strong storytelling museums are 

exceedingly rare because very few museums of this type exist. One of the best, 

I was told, was a wildly successful one in, of all places, faraway New Zealand. 

Te Papa, the country's national museum in Wellington, was said to be an 

extraordinary place that had attracted an unheard-of throng of visitors far 
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first pour was a disaster. The sand was wet and the lead erupted in a spectacular 

fountain of dangerously hot material that could have done serious harm. 

It was the most beautiful thing I had ever possessed, shinily painted and 

gaff-rigged, complete with a sail between mainsail and topmast. I could not 

wait to get to our summer cottage. Disappointment. Excessive sail area was but 

one of its problems; there was too much buoyancy and not enough weight on 

the keel. Once in the sea, all it could do was to flop on its side. More weight was 

applied, ugly slabs of lead. But my beautiful boat had lost its charm. It would 

never skip across the waves as I had hoped. My boat became an early lesson in 

the misery of failure. 

But the dams we made never failed. As another Just Us poem implied, every 

stream awaited a grand construction: 'I must go down to Hukawai to dam the 

little stream: And we did. With family or friends we set about stemming the 

course of every available flow of water. Those at the seaside would be washed 

away by the tide or the next rain. But one, a major effort over some days, 

brought together purpose (halt the stream), workforce (I was joined by the 

farmer's son) and materials (dam-building quality clay) with a flow of just the 

right capacity and sturdy bank configuration. The completed barrier flooded 

part of the paddock and the farmer insisted it had to be breached. Perhaps I 

was destined to be an engineer. 

Another early career option was archaeology. Aged nine, I excavated in 

the back garden of the schoolhouse. My first dig was in the rough area outside 

the vegetable garden. I had enough knowledge to lay out a measured square, 

rather than just sink a pit. My parents' benevolent smiles turned to disbelief 

when I uncovered the first artefact, an old sewing machine. There followed 

a whole kitchen of pots and pans, and pieces of an old stove. Father asked 

around. The house had burnt down in the 1930s and I had struck a rubbish pit 

of charred remains. I reported each find to my class. More was to come of that 

hole in the peaty soil, for underlying it was a deep layer of most brilliant white, 

part of a huge valley-choking fan of pumice granules from several cataclysmic 

eruptions spanning many thousands of years. Dad and I now set to quarrying 

to create pumice paths and a driveway to the house. Although geology, 

geomorphology and volcanology remained interests that I would pursue into 

university, they would never be part of a career. Archaeology was different. It 

stuck, at least for a while. 

After enduring the dreadful embarrassments of delayed maturation, the 

boy who had built dams and excavated kitchen rubble worked at a degree in 
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future. Soon I fell into a job with the local regional museum. Naively I read 

this landscape only for its boundless archaeological promise, but it was not a 

good choice. The director proved intensely suspicious of book learning; the 

board met as regional crematorium committee in the morning and museum 

committee in the afternoon. For both subjects they showed equal enthusiasm. 

A few months later another job came up, essentially a start-up. The current 

director would be standing down and I was his designated replacement. It 

seemed like a good place to secure a career as an archaeologist. 
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